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Who is the “perfect” work wife 

and how do I know when I need one? 

That is the question! 

While the terms ‘work wife’ and ‘work husband’ 

are typically used in a playful context, the benefits of 

having a work spouse are real. By sharing the workload 

your likely to double your productivity, increase the 

quality of work produced, and literally enjoy a more 

conscious and fulfilled personal life because you won’t 

be focused on your work as much when you aren’t 

there. 

When you’re training your work-wife, it’s 

important that you build trust in each other, and it’s 

imperative that you define clear expectations and a 

detailed description of what their role actually is. What 

exactly a ‘Salon Manager’s’ role is, and how the 

dynamic works in the proverbial marriage, looks 

different for every salon, salon manager and salon 

owner. 
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I’m a huge advocate of hiring a manager slash 

work-wife to help you manage and motivate your team 

to achieving your business goals, but, there is a process 

to getting this right, and some definite do’s and don’ts 

when you’re looking to seek some help – which is what 

you’re about to read… 
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WHEN DO I NEED A MANAGER? 

I can tell you from experience, that if you are on 

the floor of your business more than 25-hours a week, 

and you have three to four or more full timers, it’s 

probably about time you start the search for a little 

helping hand… I’ll kick this off by reminding you that 

relinquishing a bit of control, delegating some of the 

massive workload you have, and actually asking for help 

is absolutely not a sign of weakness. Even though you 

can feel like it after a mammoth day behind a chair 

creating some hair or beauty magic – you are not 

superman, so stop pretending that you are! 

Let me guess; you’re here because you work 100-

hours a week where you jam in all the mundane shit on 

top of your forty clients every week, because ‘nobody 

can do it like you do’.  

We all know the strain of burnout, being 

overworked, sacrificing our relationships and health 

because we have a thousand things running circles in 
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our heads; have I paid that bill, do we have enough 6%, 

did I set the alarm before I went home and did I book 

Sarah in for Friday?  

The fact is (all evidence to the contrary) we cannot 

do it all on our own. If you reckon you can do it all 

yourself, I call bullshit on that! I’d say the reality is that 

there are parts of your personal life that you’re skipping 

over or placing on the backburner OR you’re doing a 

half-assed job of managing your salon because you 

literally can’t find the happy balance. 

If you’re the salon owner that has a team on 

board who aren’t fully booked, and they have 

downtime between clients where they can take some of 

your load off, I suggest delegating some of the easier 

tasks to them. Things like stock control, replying to 

client messages and inquiries, are all things that can be 

trainable and the things you don’t like doing, or the 

tasks that absorb a lot of your time. 
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But, if you need more of a right-hand, someone 

to help you motivate the team, be your support and 

help you with the business growth and visions, it’s time 

for a manager. 

For a straightforward answer to the ‘when is the 

right time’ question; if any of the above is you, babe – 

the overworked, tired, ridiculously busy salon owner 

who’s ready to level the fuck up – you’re ready to find 

your #WORKWIFE! 
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HIRING NEW vs GLOWING UP 

I don't recommend hiring people directly into a 

management position that do not work for you already. 

The only exception to this is if you know their history 

and experience very well, and you have excellent 

references from previous bosses that you know and 

trust. Why? Because ‘great on paper’ people are far too 

common; you know the ones that say in their 

application, “I have so much experience”, “I am a boss 

at retailing”, “I bring with me all the experience in the 

world,” then you hire them, pay them well, and it takes 

them two hours to apply a half-head of highlights, 

they’re a butcher with their thinning scissors, and they 

down sell the fuck out of everyone? Yeah, them! That 

happens with applicants allllll the time. 

What I love, is giving one (or more) of your 

existing colleagues the opportunity to climb up the 

proverbial ladder and into the leadership role you 

require. Often the person that you think is going to 
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naturally be the best manager ever, is not, and on the 

contrary, who you think is just going to be an average 

worker bee, turns out to be one of your most 

productive motivators and leaders. I’m all about 

promoting staff upwards rather than hiring people 

directly into the top spot.  

As we know it’s vital to reward effort and 

excellence and keep your dream team feeling loved 

and needed, and if they’re up to the task, provide the 

opportunity to them. 
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DECIDING WHO IS ‘THE ONE’ 

I guess a key point to this is, who is actually on 

your team? What are they great at? What are their 

goals? And the big one – are they capable of the extra 

workload and the responsibilities that are needed of 

them as a manager? Do they want to be your salon 

manager? Is leadership and a hike in position 

something they aspire to? The reason I ask, is because 

if they don’t want it, and I mean really want to be a 

manager, they’re never going to enjoy it or fulfil the 

role to the standard that you need them to. 

And the contrast to that is, for the staff that are 

keen as mustard to be the top dog, do they have what 

it takes? Are they naturally taking a load off of you and 

slotting their way into a leadership role in your salon? 

Are they just not up to par? Is there something essential 

that you need in a manager that they just do not have? 

Hot tip: don’t ever mistake longevity of 

employment with being the right fit for your Salon 
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Manager. Loyalty in terms of being a long-term 

hairstylist doesn’t always mean they have the correct 

traits you need for leadership. Sometimes, the perfect 

manager is an apprentice, or the newbie, or can even 

be the person who’s not a qualified stylist (the non-

barber is the best manager in my barbershop, but a 

qualified stylist was the best manager for me when I 

owned a hair salon!)  
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THE ESSENTIAL SKILLS AND TRAITS 

On the topic of personality types and strengths 

required for ‘the perfect salon manager’, there is no 

right or wrong answer here, because you have to 

decide who and what is going to work for you. It’s 

completely different for everyone, but I would 

recommend not having timid people. They need be 

strong, positive people who can handle their authority, 

but get shit done.  

A part of your manager’s role should be to ensure 

that ‘The Salon Bible’ (your salon’s operational guide – 

full of all your rules, how-to’s and systems) are being 

followed diligently, and the specific procedures and 

processes you have defined in your bible are being 

adhered to by your whole team. It’s paramount that 

your manager is supportive of your salon’s culture, core 

beliefs and values, and that the energy in the salon is 

always positive and productive, and they need to work 

with you to keep the vibes high!  

https://caitlynmenzel.com/product/the-salon-bible/
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I feel that it’s important to add, depending on 

team size, roles required and how much time your 

managers have with clients, it is okay and can work 

really well when the role is split between two managers. 

When I used to own a salon, I had a ‘General Manager’; 

she handled all the BTS stuff, admin coordination and 

stock, and a ‘Floor Manager’; she led the salon team, 

clients and dealt with training and motivation. For both 

of them, and the non-negotiable assets that I seek in 

team leaders I am hiring now, are: 

• Positive influence on the team 

• Enforces rules (even if they may not agree) 

• Organised and punctual 

• Impeccable dress 

• Ability to handle all situations (even the yucky nitty-

gritty ones) 

• Salon awareness 

• Contributes suggestions and ideas 

• All over industry advances and trends 

• Leads by example 
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GETTING YOUR MANAGER GOING 

Trial, trial, TRIAL! And again, TRIAL! When you’re 

getting a new manager started in their role it’s 

important to give them an opportunity to one, see if 

they’re cut out for the position, and two, see if it is 

something they want to continue. The same as hiring 

anyone into your salon, a trial is there for a reason, to 

see if the dynamic works, and to ensure you’re both 

meeting the expectations of this employment 

relationship.  

Trialling a manager looks like this: giving them a 

few tasks, training them in how specifically you want 

said tasks to be completed, giving them time to do so 

(yes, time OFF clients to be the manager and do what 

you need) then following up with them to ensure they 

have no further questions and it’s done right. If they are 

nailing everything, add more. If they’re battling, 

consider if they are the one you need!  
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You need to do have a probationary period 

before you jump straight in to paying your new 

manager a bomb because they can talk-the-talk, but 

they can’t walk-the-walk, because demoting is a much 

harder task than promoting!  

I dodged a big fat bullet a few years back, trialling 

one of the most talented hairstylists I have ever 

employed to be my manager. She was confident and 

incredible in so many ways, but it turned out that she 

was a poor communicator, indecisive, technologically 

retarded, spontaneous, and crazy emotional …and 

leaders need to be the opposite of that! Had I not have 

given her a practice run; it would’ve been disastrous. 
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WHAT TASKS SHOULD I GIVE THEM? 

The direct response to this is – what do you hate 

doing? What takes up your time? What makes you 

unhappy? What exhausts you? All of that – hand it over!  

For me, personally, at the time I was still in my 

salon and in the early days of coaching – the things that 

I hated doing were the time-consuming tasks such as 

following up with clients and gaining feedback, 

ORDERING *insert eye roll here*, rosters, 

targets/bonuses and timesheets, morning huddles 

(lowkey not a morning person) and generally answering 

the phone. I just wanted to be creative all day every day 

and dedicate the rest of my time to coaching business.  

I felt that the weakness of my fellow stylists were 

point-of-sale; rebooking (they just “forgot”) and there 

always seemed to be cash out, an undercharged or a 

service they also “forgot” to charge for, or generally 

not spending enough time on the phone consulting 

clients (because they were busy running a column of 
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clients) so things weren’t booked as practically as 

possible – like the damn 15-minute unfillable gaps!  

That defined for me, what I needed in a manager 

and a work-wife – helping me to streamline my business 

and takeaway the tasks I didn’t like and supporting my 

staff in the things that dragged them away from their 

clients. 

When my clients are at the same point as this 

chapter; the ‘what does a manager actually do?’ stage, 

we assess where they are at monetarily, how they are 

managing their work/life balance, look at all the tasks 

that are incomplete or ignored, and we spend some 

time designing their managers role from there.  
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HAPPY HIRING! 

While there is so much more I could go into, 

these are my top tips for hiring the best work-wife for 

you!  

Eliminate the risk of hiring the wrong person for 

the job by trialling every candidate, know exactly what 

you’re looking for and what you need before you even 

begin the search, hire the person who best balances 

your weaknesses and aligns with your vision and values, 

and hire the person who naturally proves to you they’re 

right… and the most important thing when you think 

you’ve found THE ONE, is making sure that you know 

without a doubt, that they see your salon as their own 

and they will always have your back. In a nutshell; a 

WORK-WIFE. 

We cover all of this and so much more in my 

‘Salon Management Mastermind’ available through my 

shop at www.caitlynmenzel.com or by clicking here! 

https://caitlynmenzel.com/product/the-salon-management-mastermind/
https://caitlynmenzel.com
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